The analytic solution of a satellite orbit disturbed by the lunar gravitational force is derived to the second order (5×10 -6 ) in this paper. The force vector is first expanded to omit terms smaller than the third order (10 -9 ). Then four terms of potential functions are derived from the expanded force vector and set into the Lagrangian equations of satellite motion to obtain the theoretical solutions. For the first term of potential functions, the solutions are derived directly. For the second term, mathematical expansions and transformations are used to separate disturbances into three parts: short periodic terms with triangle functions of M, long periodic terms with triangle functions of (ω, i, Ω), and secular terms with non periodic functions of (a, e). The integrations are then carried out with respect to M, (ω, i, Ω), and t, to obtain the analytic solutions of satellite orbits with a program using mathematic symbolic operation software. The third potential function differs from the second by a factor and the fourth is simpler than the second. Therefore the solutions are derived similarly using slightly modified programs, respectively. The results show that only two Keplerian elements (ω, M) are linearly perturbed by lunar gravitation; i.e. the lunar attracting force will cause a linear precession (delay) of the perigee (orientation of the ellipse) and a linear delay of the position (mean anomaly) on an earth satellite. The Keplerian element a (semi-major axis of the ellipse) is not perturbed long-periodically as the others. The derived solutions are also valid for the solar and planetary gravitational disturbances. Because of the distance differences between the moon, the sun, and the planets to the Earth or an earth satellite, the solutions are of the third and fourth order for the solar and planetary gravitational disturbances on an earth satellite, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The earth satellite orbit disturbed by lunar, solar, and planetary gravitational forces is a typical multi-body problem (Boccaletti & Pucacco 2001 , Brouwer & Clemence 1961 , Chobotov 1991 , Eberle et al 2008 . A general multi-body problem in cases of more than three bodies does not have an applicable solution (Battin 1999 , Van Kamp 1967 . However, if the disturbance forces of the multi-body problem are of two orders smaller (i.e. with a factor of 10 -6 ) than the Earth's attracting force, the effects of the multi-body disturbances can be considered as small additional motions added to the nominal Keplerian motion (Valladoc 2007 , Herrick 1972 . This means that the multi-body disturbance problem can be dealt with by adding several three-body disturbance problems together. Therefore, the solution of the earth satellite orbit disturbed by the lunar or solar gravitation is a key which could lead to the solution of the multi-body problem and is meaningful to search for. Traditionally, orbit disturbance problem of the lunar and/or solar gravitation is solved by numerical integration (Montenbruck & Gill 2000 , Xu 2007 /2003 , Seeber 2003 , Meeus 1992 ). An analytic solution gives the theoretical integrals and shows the physical effects with very clear spectral properties (Licandro et al 2008 , Cui 1990 , Schneider & Cui 2005 , Kudryavtsev 2007 , LyndenBell 2009 , Pal 2009 , and may give a direct insight into the physical disturbing phenomenon (Mysen 2009 , Desmars et al 2009 , Torge 1991 . Because of the moon is much closer to the earth satellite compared with the sun, the solutions of the lunar disturbances are more complicated than that of the solar case. Xu (2008) introduced a method to solve the equations of satellite motion disturbed by the solar gravitational force; however did not give explicit solutions for the lunar disturbances. In this paper, the complete method and solutions will be described and derived.
The potential functions of the expanded and simplified lunar (solar) gravitational force are derived in the next section. The disturbed Lagrangian equations of satellite motion and the solutions of the first, second, third and fourth terms of potential functions are derived and given in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth section, respectively. A brief summary is given at the end.
POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE LUNAR AND SOLAR GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
The disturbance forces of multiple point-masses acting on the satellite are (see e.g. (4.50) of Xu 2008 , Battin 1999 , Kaula 1966 /2001 
where G is the gravitational constant and m(j) is the j-th point-mass, j = 1, 2, …; r → and r r 
where μ m is the gravitational constant of the moon; r r → m is the geocentric vector of the moon. r and r m are the lengths of the related vectors. The identity vectors ms n , m n and r n represent the vector from the moon to the satellite, the geocentric vectors of the moon and satellite, respectively. The force vector of the moon acting on the satellite is the summation of two vectors in directions of r n and -m n (see (2) and fig. 1 ). Sub-index m is used to denote the moon related constants, variables and vectors. Using sub-index s to denote the sun related constants, variables and vectors, derivations and formulas given here are generally valid for the solar case. According to the geometric relations of the vectors one has (see fig. 2 
the lengths of the two vectors in (2) can be expanded as The geocentric distance rate (r / r m ) of the GPS satellite to the moon is about 6×10 -2 . Therefore, for all satellites that are lower than the GPS satellite, the two expansions above in (5) are precise enough (in case of the second order solution), which yields for (2):
( ) 
The potential function of the disturbing force (6) The geocentric distance ratios (r / r s ) of GPS and GEO satellites to the sun are about 1.77×10 -4 and 2.8×10 -4 , respectively. Therefore, for all satellites that are lower than the GEO satellite, above two expansions in (5) are precise enough to take only the first term into account (in case of the second order solution). Then the force vector and potential function of the sun can be represented also by (6) and (7), respectively; however, with the sub-index s instead of m. Furthermore, only the first two terms are needed in (7). The computation for the solar case shows that for a GPS satellite the force vector (2) and the first term of two components of (6) have differences of 3×10 -10 (that is one order smaller than the values computed by using (2), see fig. 3 ). Fig. 3 Numerical difference of acceleration between (2) and the first term in two components of (6) in the solar case
The correctness of the potential function can be verified directly by applying the gradient operation with respect to the satellite coordinates on (7) and comparing the results with the force vector (6).
DISTURBED EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND SOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST TERM
For convenience we rewrite the Lagrangian equations of satellite motion as follows (see e.g. 
Where Keplerian elements (a, e, ω, i, Ω, M) are (semi-major axis, eccentricity of the ellipse, argument of perigee, inclination angle, right ascension of ascending node, mean anomaly); and mean angular velocity is denoted as n. V is the disturbance potential function (V m in the solar case and V s in the lunar case) and is given by (7).
Let us denote the first term of the potential function (7) by V m1 and note that V m1 is a function of the three Keplerian elements (a, e, M) 
Where f is true anomaly. Substituting the derivatives (9) and V m1 into the equations of motion (8) 
All terms smaller than order e 2 are neglected to keep formula simpler. For convenience the mean angular velocity n in the last equation of (8) . Therefore, the geocentric lunar distance r m can be considered as a daily constant (which makes the derivation process much easier).
For the solar case, e s is small (≈ 0.0167) (it is the same as for the Earth). Using the daily average f s to approximate the changing f s will cause an angle error of maximally 0.017/2 rad/day, which corresponds to a maximal error of 4.26×10 -4 for 3e s cosf s . Therefore, the geocentric solar distance r s can be considered as a daily constant.
For convenience for the integration with respect to time t the following functions are used to transform the triangle function of f to M (see e.g. ( 
This yields (terms smaller than order e 2 are neglected)
Where the relation M = nt is used (indeed n should include all linear effects of M). Then the solutions (i.e. indefinite integrals) of (11) 
Equations (16) show that the orbital parameters ω and M are partly linearly perturbed by the moon. The orientation of the ellipse will rotate constantly in direction of reducing ω; whereas the mean anomaly advances constantly. Selecting the integration interval as 2kπ (k is any integer), integrals of (15) are zero (i.e. δC and δS are short periodic terms). Except the two linear perturbations, all other perturbations are short periodic. The conclusions hold also in the case of solar gravitational disturbances.
THE SOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND TERM
Denote the second term of the potential function (7) as V m2 and note (see 
The coefficients in (18) are 
where R with a single index k is the rotational matrix around the axis k; R with two indices are elements of the total rotational matrix R and they are triangle functions of 
In (22) A and B with indices (ω, i, Ω) are partial derivatives of A and B with respect to the related indices. Putting (22) into (8) and taking following expansions (terms with order e 2 are neglected) into account (see (4)) ...) cos 1 ( cos 1 
Or, to be more explicit (approximated to the order of e 2 ) 
where g, q and L are functions of (a, e). All terms of g and q are long periodic terms; and the L terms are the secular effects. Due to the length of the formulas, g and q are not given here. Selecting integration interval as the minimum common periods of the long-periodic terms, integrals of long-periodic terms are zero. Taking the short period 2kπ into account, there exists a minimum common interval over that the integrals of all periodic terms are zero. The most important terms are the secular effects which are represented in L and which are zero except for the following two terms 
The integration of (30) can be made directly with respect to time t (the results of indefinite integrals are equal to L k t). The results of the secular perturbations are coincidently similar to that of the solutions of the first term given in (16). Both the orientation parameter ω and the mean anomaly are disturbed linearly. Comparing (16) with L k t (L k is given in (30)) it is notable that the linear terms in (16) are generally (with a factor of 1/(ae)) smaller than that of the L k t. This means that the linear effects are dominated by the L k t under the lunar (and/or solar) gravitational perturbation. The perigee of the satellite (i.e. orientation of the ellipse) will rotate constantly in the direction of a reducing ω; the mean anomaly (M) also will be reduced constantly.
THE SOLUTIONS OF THE THIRD TERM
Denote the third term of the potential function (7) 
Comparing (31) with (21) one notes that using (31) and (21) will lead only to a factor difference in the equations (22) , 3  2   3  2  3  2  3  2   2  3  2  2  2  6  6  2  3  2  3  2 
Reducing the d-terms in (32) shows that all terms in d are long-periodic terms and all secular terms are zero. This means that the disturbances of the third term of the potential function are non-linear ones. The semi-major axis of the satellite orbit is disturbed only short-periodically.
THE SOLUTIONS OF THE FURTH TERM
Denote the fourth term of the potential function (7) ( ) function are non-linear ones. The semi-major axis a of the satellite orbit is disturbed only short-periodically.
SUMMARY
Adding the solutions derived in Sects. 3 to 6 together, the analytic solutions of the lunar gravitational disturbance of the second order are obtained. Conclusions are obtained theoretically: the lunar gravitational disturbance will lead to a linear changing with time on the orientation parameter ω of the satellite orbital ellipse and the satellite position parameter M. The semi-major axis of the satellite ellipse is not perturbed by the lunar gravitation long-periodically and linearly. The solutions of the lunar gravitational disturbances of the second order derived here are valid directly for the solar and planetary gravitational disturbances of the third and fourth order on an earth satellite, respectively. The derived analytic solutions show the disturbing effects with very clear spectral properties and reflect exactly the disturbed effects with a conservative behaviour. The analytic solutions may give a direct insight into the physical disturbing phenomena and open the door for various applications. For non-linear effects, because of the periodic properties, computations can be carried out within a suitable interval efficiently. The linear perturbation effect of the perigee remembers the effect of the well-known mercury perihelion precession.
